
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 8, Number 1, pp. 115�130. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2007 SWPSDATA MANAGEMENT IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS: A SCALABILITY TAXONOMYA VIJAY SRINIVAS AND D JANAKIRAM∗Abstrat.Data management is a key aspet of any distributed system. This paper surveys data management tehniques in variousdistributed systems, starting from Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems to Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems. The entral fous ison salability, an important non-funtional property of distributed systems. A salability taxonomy of data management tehniquesis presented. Detailed disussion of the evolution of data management tehniques in the di�erent ategories as well as the stateof the art is provided. As a result, several open issues are inferred inluding use of P2P tehniques in data grids and distributedmobile systems and the use of optimal data plaement heuristis from Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) for P2P grids.1. Introdution. Data management is an important faet of distributed systems. Data managementenompasses the ability to desribe data, handle multiple opies (repliation or ahing) of data objets or�les, support for meta-data as well as data querying and aessing. Di�erent approahes for data managementhave given importane to these di�erent aspets and provide expliit support, while other aspets are impliitlyor indiretly supported. For instane, Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems and shared objet spaeshandled onsisteny of repliated data, but supported meta-data indiretly through objet lookups.Orthogonal to the above mentioned issues of managing data, the main non-funtional hallenges are fault-tolerane, salability and seurity, as illustrated in [32℄. We survey various distributed systems from the per-spetive of salability of data management solutions and provide a salability taxonomy. We lassify datamanagement approahes into three ategories: Centralized/Naively Distributed (CND) tehniques, Sophistiat-ed/Intermediate Data (SID) management tehniques and Large Sale Data (LSD) management tehniques. Wegive a brief view of the evolution of data management in eah of the ategories.CND tehniques for data management were used by DSM systems suh as TreadMarks [10℄, Munin [25℄ andshared objet spaes suh as Linda [24℄, Ora [36℄ and T Spaes [4℄. Many of these systems provide appliationtransparent replia onsisteny management. They use entralized or naively distributed omponents to ahievethe same. For instane, T Spaes uses a entralized server for onsisteny maintenane and for objet lookups,while Java Spaes [81℄ uses a entralized transation oordinator.SID tehniques have been used mainly in data management in grid omputing systems suh as [51℄, whihprovides a Replia Management Servie (RMS). Some of these systems are haraterized by data sharing arossautonomous organizations at intermediate sale (possibly thousands of nodes). These approahes mainly managerepliated data in a grid omputing environment. Data grids [27℄ handle data management as �rst lass entitiesin addition to omputation issues. They are haraterized by the size of the data sets, whih ould be orderof gigabytes or even terabytes. High Energy Physis (HEP) appliations suh as GriPhyN [31℄ and CERN [79℄are examples of data grids. Other approahes that use SID tehniques inlude Content Distribution Networks(CDNs) and data management in distributed mobile systems. CDNs suh as Akamai [43℄ have been proposedto deliver web ontent to users from loser to the edge of the Internet, enabling web servers to sale up. Datamanagement in distributed mobile systems are haraterized by data sharing in the presene of mobile nodes,exempli�ed by systems suh as Coda [74℄. The ommon feature aross these di�erent systems is the sale ofoperation (thousands of nodes) that distinguishes SID tehniques for data management. Many of these systemsassume that failures are rare and reliable servers (distributed, not entralized) are available.LSD management tehniques do not assume reliable servers. The distinguishing feature of LSD tehniquesis that the exeution of servies is delegated to the edges of the Internet, resulting in high salability andfault-tolerane. LSD tehniques work well over the Internet and ould handle millions of nodes/data entities.Peer-to-Peer �le sharing systems suh as Napster [57℄ and Gnutella [33℄, P2P �le storage management systemssuh as PAST [15℄ and Oeanstore [49℄ as well as P2P extensions to Distributed DataBase Management Systems(DDBMS) suh as PIER [38℄ and PeerDB [60℄ all fall into the LSD ategory.A taxonomy of data grids has been provided in [87℄. It ompares data grids with related data managementapproahes suh as CDNs, DDBMS and P2P systems. A funtional perspetive of data management thatfouses on data loation, integration, sharing and query proessing as well as the di�erent P2P systems that
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116 A Vijay Srinivas and D Janakiramaddress these funtionalities is given in [50℄. A survey of P2P ontent distribution has been provided in [77℄.It examines P2P arhitetures from the perspetive of non-funtional properties suh as performane, seurity,fairness, fault-tolerane and salability. Our survey is broader and tries to provide the equivalent survey for grids,P2P systems, CDNs and DDBMS. We also provide a salability taxonomy that distinguishes our survey fromothers. Further, we disuss state of the art in several of these areas and disuss how ideas/onepts/tehniquesfrom one area an be applied to others. The reader must keep in mind that though the authors have made ane�ort to be unbiased, the survey has limitations as it is pereived through their looking glass.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 disusses the CND tehniques for data managementand inludes DSMs and shared objet spaes. Setion 3 disusses the SID tehniques and inludes data manage-ment in grids, CDNs, and distributed mobile systems. Setion 4 disusses P2P data management tehniques.Setion 5 explores the state of the art data management tehniques in distributed systems. Setion 6 onludesthe paper and inludes a taxonomy �gure and gives diretions for future researh.2. CND Tehniques: Data Repliation in DSMs and Shared Objet Spaes. DSM provides anillusion of globally shared memory, in whih proessors an share data, without the appliation developer needingto speify expliitly where data is stored and how it should be aessed. DSM abstration is partiularly usefulfor parallel omputing appliations, as demonstrated by TreadMarks [10℄. Collaborative appliations suh ason-line hatting and ollaborative browsing would be easier to develop over a DSM.Page based DSMs an be more e�ient, due to the availability of hardware support for deteting memoryaesses. But due to the larger granularity of sharing, page based DSMs may su�er from false sharing. Relaxedonsisteny models inluding Release Consisteny (RC) and its variants suh as lazy RC allow false sharing to behidden more e�iently than strit onsisteny models [64℄. Munin [25℄ was an early DSM system whih fousedon reduing the ommuniation required for onsisteny maintenane. It provides software implementation ofRC. TreadMarks [10℄ is another DSM system that provides an implementation of release onsisteny. Java/DSM[91℄ provides a Java Virtual Mahine (JVM) abstration over TreadMarks. It is an example of page based DSMs,similar to Munin and TreadMarks.Release onsisteny is a widely known relaxed onsisteny model for DSMs. Memory aesses are dividedinto synhronization (syn) and non-synhronization (nsyn) operations. The nsyn operations are either dataoperations or speial operations not used for synhronization. The syn operations are further divided intoaquire and release operations. An aquire is like a read operation to gain aess to a shared loation. Arelease is the omplementary operation performed to allow aess to the shared loation. Aquire and releaseoperations an be thought of as onventional operations on loks. There are two variations of RC, RCsc�whihrealizes sequential onsisteny and RCpc�whih realizes proessor onsisteny. RCsc maintains program orderfrom an aquire to any operation that follows it, from an operation to a release and between speial operations.
RCpc is similar, exept that write to read program order is not maintained for speial operations. Eager RC,as the original RC beame subsequently known [48℄, requires ordinary shared memory aess to be performedonly when a subsequent release operation is due by the same proessor. Lazy RC (LRC) is a variation of RCin whih proessors further delay performing modi�ations until subsequent aquires by other proessors andmodi�ations are made only by the aquiring proessor. LRC intuitively assumes ompeting shared aesses tobe separated by synhronization operations.2.1. Shared Objet Spaes. Objet based DSMs (also known as shared objet spaes) alleviate the falsesharing problem by letting appliations speify granularity of sharing. Examples of objet based DSMs inludeLinda [24℄, Ora [36℄, T Spaes [4℄, JavaSpaes [81℄ as well as an objet based DSM in the .NET environment[75℄. Ora relies on an update mehanism based on totally ordered group ommuniation to serialize aessto replias. Even though a study has shown that the overhead of totally ordered group ommuniation a�etsappliation performane minimally [37℄1, the study was done on a Myrinet luster. Ora has not been evaluatedon the Internet sale. T spaes is a shared objet spae from IBM [4℄ that adds database funtionality toLinda tuplespae [24℄ and is implemented in Java to take advantage of its wider usability. In addition to thetraditional Linda primitives of in, out, read, T spaes supports set oriented operators and a novel rendezvousoperator alled rhonda. Global shared objets [90℄ allows heap objets in a JVM to be shared aross nodes.Based on memory aess patterns of appliations, it also proposes various onsisteny mehanisms to be realizede�iently. However, it uses loks and per-objet lok managers for keeping replias onsistent. It does notaddress failures of the lok manager. Java Spaes spei�ation from Sun [81℄ provides a distributed persistent

1This is due to its hoie of whih objets to repliate�those with high read/write ratios and e�ient implementation of totallyordered group ommuniation.



Data Management in Distributed Systems: A Salability Taxonomy 117shared objet spae using Java RMI and Java serialization. It provides Linda-like operations on the tuple spaeand uses Jini's transation spei�ation to ahieve serializability of write operations. It also does not addressfault tolerane, an important issue for Internet sale systems.2.1.1. Globe. Globe [3℄ attempted to address the hallenges of building software infrastruture for de-veloping appliations over the Internet. A key design objetive of Globe was to provide a uniform model fordistributed omputing. This means that Globe provides a uniform way to aess ommon servies (suh asnaming, repliation and ommuniation) without sari�ing distribution transpareny. Objets in Globe enap-sulate poliies for repliation, migration, et. Eah objet omprises multiple sub-objets, allowing an objet tobe physially distributed. The di�erent sub-objets of an objet inlude one eah for semantis (funtionality),ommuniation (sending/reeiving messages), repliation and ontrol �ow. This helps the programmer to sepa-rate funtionality from orthogonal non-funtional properties suh as repliation. Objets also help in realizingdistribution transpareny by hiding implementation details behind well de�ned interfaes. The implementationframework of Globe is �exible, meaning that di�erent implementations of the same interfaes are possible. Italso provides an e�ient mehanism for objet lookups by using a tree based hierarhial naming spae. Itmust be observed that distributed objet middleware suh as CORBA [61℄ also provide similar servies suh asnaming and trading. But they annot provide objet-spei� poliies that an be provided in Globe.2.2. Software Availability and Usage Summary. To the knowledge of the authors, T spaes andJava Spaes are widely used and are available as open soure software. Linda is a spei�ation and has beenimplemented by several groups. Ora and Globe are researh prototypes, information on their deployment anduse is not available.2.3. Observations. We have proposed a generi salability model for analyzing distributed systems in [6℄.It takes the view that salability of distributed systems should be analyzed onsidering related issues suh asonsisteny, synhronization, and availability. We give below the essene of the model.
scalability = f(avail, sync, consis, workload, faultload)
• avail is availability�an be quanti�ed as the ratio of the number of transations aepted versus thosesubmitted.
• onsis is onsisteny, itself a funtion of update ordering and onsisteny granularity. Update orderingrefers to the update ordering mehanisms aross replias of an objet and an be one of ausal, seri-alizable or PRAM. Consisteny granularity refers to the grain size at whih onsisteny needs to bemaintained.
• syn refers to synhronization among the replias. The two dimensions of synhronization are how oftenthe replias are synhronized and the mode of synhronization (push/pull).
• workload an be broken down into workload intensity (number of transations per seond or number oflients) and workload servie demand haraterization (CPU time for operations).
• faultload refers to the failure sequenes and the number as well as loation of the replias.The salability model given above is useful to identify bottleneks in distributed systems. By applying thesalability model on shared objet spaes, we have identi�ed the key bottleneks that inhibit existing sharedobjet spaes (with the exeption of Globe) from saling up to the Internet:
• Centralized ComponentsMany existing DSMs and shared objet spaes have some entralized omponents that a�et theirsalability. For instane, Ora has a sequener for realizing totally ordered group ommuniation, whileothers like T Spaes [4℄ have a entralized omponent for objet lookups.
• FailuresExisting shared objet spaes do not handle failures. For instane, JavaSpaes and global shared objetsdo not handle failures of transation oordinator, while Ora does not handle failure of the sequener.
• Objet LookupGiven an objet identi�er (id), e�ient mehanisms must exist that maps the id to the node that eitherstores a replia or stores meta-data about the replia. Existing shared objet spaes suh as T Spaesuse entralized lookup mehanisms. Objet lookup mehanisms in distributed objet middleware suhas CORBA and DCOM also have di�ulty in handling failures and saling up.
• ConsistenySeveral existing DSM systems suh as TreadMarks, Munin and shared objet spaes suh as JavaSpaesprovide relaxed onsisteny mehanisms suh as release onsisteny and entry onsisteny. Relaxedonsisteny mehanisms have also been explored in other areas [66, 52℄. However, to our knowledge,



118 A Vijay Srinivas and D Janakiramthese mehanisms have not been evaluated in Internet sale systems. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems whihhave been saled to the Internet, suh as Pastry [69℄ and Tapestry [17℄ assume replias are read-only.3. SID Tehniques for Data Management.3.1. Computing Grids. Globus [39℄ a de-fato standard toolkit for grid omputing systems, relies onexpliit data transfers between lients and omputing servers. It uses the GridFTP protool [19℄ that providesauthentiation based e�ient data transfer mehanism for large grids. Globus also allows data atalogues, butleaves atalogue onsisteny to the appliation. The paper [51℄ explores the interfaes required for a RepliaManagement Servie (RMS) that ats as a ommon entry point for replia atalogue servie, meta-data aessas well as wide area opy. It does not address onsisteny issues per se. Further, the RMS is entralized and maynot sale up. The other grid paper that has addressed data management issues [29℄ outlines possible use-asesand gives higher level view of the data management requirements in a grid. The quorum sheme it desribes forhandling read-write may have to be modi�ed in an Internet kind of an environment to handle quorum dynamis.Further, it does not address various granularities of repliation and uses loks for synhronization. The paper [78℄also addresses read-write data onsisteny in a grid environment based on a lazy update propagation algorithm.The update propagation algorithm is based on timestamps and may not sale up to work in a large sale gridenvironment (Update on�its are handled manually by appliation programmer - non-trivial task). Attemptshave also been made to extend the existing 2Phase Commit (2PC) based algorithms [82℄. These would needglobal agreement and may be expensive in an Internet setting.3.2. Data Grids. A generi arhiteture for handling large data sets in grid omputing environments hasbeen proposed in [27℄. It desribes the way data grid servies suh as repliation and replia seletion an bebuilt over basi servies of data and meta-data aess. It assumes that replias (�le instanes) are read-only.GriPhyN [31℄ attempts to support large-sale data management in High Energy Physis (HEP) appliationsas well as for astronomy and gravitational wave physis. GriPhyN provides users transparent aess to bothraw and proessed data (The term virtual data is used to refer to both). It an onvert raw data to proesseddata by sheduling required omputations and data transfers. GriPhyN is built on top of Globus. It takesappliation meta-data and maps it into a Direted Ayli Graph (DAG), whih is an abstrat representationof the required ations on data sets. A request planner takes the DAG and transforms it into a onrete DAG,whih an be exeuted by a grid sheduling system suh as Condor-G [42℄.CERN, the European organization for nulear researh, is also involved in handling omputation on largedata sets in the HEP area. Objet level as well as �le level repliation for data grids has been explored in[79℄, a CERN e�ort. It also assumes �les are read only and an be repliated without need for onsistenyprotools. They support replia atalogs to handle meta-data. Atual �le/objet transfers are ahieved usingGridFTP [19℄.Data related ativities on the grid suh as queuing, monitoring and sheduling need to be arefully man-aged, as data ould beome bottlenek for data intensive appliations. Currently, these data related tasks areperformed manually or by simple sripts. The main goal of Stork [85℄ was to make data a �rst lass itizen onthe grid. Data plaement jobs have di�erent harateristis from ompute intensive jobs and so, may have tobe treated di�erently. Stork is a separate sheduler for sheduling and managing data intensive jobs on grid.Data related ativities are represented in the form of a DAG. Stork an interat with higher level planners suhas Direted Ayli Graph Manager (DAGman) whih is a part of CondorG. Enhanements have been madeto DAGman to make it submit ompute intensive jobs to grid shedulers suh as CondorG and data intensivejobs to Stork. Stork also supports di�erent heterogeneous storage systems and various data transfer protools.Case studies have demonstrated the use of Stork as a pipeline between two heterogeneous storage systems andfor runtime adaptation of data transfers.3.3. Content Distribution Networks. Web servers had di�ulty in handling the �ash rowd problem.The �ash rowd problem refers to a large number of requests oming in suddenly, overwhelming the server'sbandwidth, or CPU or bak-end transation infrastruture. Web servers have bursty request nature, for instaneduring a football math in World Cup or during an eletion ounting proess, resulting in the �ash rowdproblem. Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) suh as Akamai [43℄ have been proposed to handle thisproblem and to enable web servers to sale up. A separate infrastruture of dediated servers spread aross theInternet was built by several ompanies to o�oad ontent distribution from web servers or to deliver ontentfrom the edge of the Internet. Akamai's CDN onsists of over twelve thousand servers aross thousand di�erentnetworks. They use either URL rewriting or DNS interposition to rediret lient requests to the proximal CDNserver.



Data Management in Distributed Systems: A Salability Taxonomy 119Studies have shown that ahing is bene�ial in CDNs as they mainly deliver images or videos (stationtent) [44℄. Akamai CDNs ahieved ahe hit rates of nearly 88% in another study that ompared the CDNswith P2P �le sharing systems for distributing ontent [76℄. This shows that CDNs are bene�ial for ontentdelivery and an redue response time for lients. However, another study has shown that the average responsetime for lients is not a�eted by employing CDNs [44℄. But they avoid worst ase of badly performing serversrather than routing lient requests to an optimal CDN server.Cahe onsisteny beomes a hallenging issue in order to deliver non-stati ontent to lients. Traditionalahing mehanisms suh as leasing [22℄ may not be diretly appliable to CDNs. Origin servers would have tokeep trak of eah CDN proxy that ahes an objet (web doument) from the server. It must also manage thelease related issues for that CDN proxy, inluding notifying the CDN proxy on updates to the objet. The CDNproxy has to renew the lease to reeive further noti�ations. Mehanisms for CDNs must be salable, requiringthe CDN proxies to ooperatively maintain onsisteny. Cooperative leases has been proposed as a salablemehanism for maintaining ahe onsisteny in CDNs. [12, 11℄. Eah objet is assigned a ∆ parameter, whihindiates the time or the rate 1/∆ at whih an origin server noti�es interested CDN proxies of updates to thatobjet. This allows onsisteny to be relaxed implying that CDN proxy an be noti�ed only one every ∆ timeunits, instead of after every update. Leases are ooperative, meaning that a CDN proxy ats as a leader for aCDN proxy group for lease related interations with an origin server. The leader is responsible for notifying theother CDN proxies. This redues both the state maintained at the origin server and the number of updates itmust send.3.4. Data Management in Distributed Mobile Systems. Distributed Mobile Systems (DMS) aredistributed systems in whih some nodes may be mobile and may have onstraints. These onstraints ouldbe battery or memory or omputing power related. Data ould either be stored on or be aessed from mobiledevies. Di�erent kinds of management have been identi�ed, with respet to the level of transpareny toappliations in [54℄. Client transparent adaptation allows appliations to seamlessly aess data without beingaware of mobility, with the system providing omplete support. The other extreme is a laisse-faire modelin whih adaptation is entirely at user level, with the system providing no support. There are a wealth ofstrategies between the two extremes, that allow appliations to be aware of mobility in varying degrees inludingappliation aware adaptation and extended lient server models.Coda [74℄ was one of the early �le systems that allows lients to seamlessly aess information, an example oflient transparent adaptation. The main goal of Coda was to enable operations to be performed on a shared datarepository, even in the fae of disonneted operations. Disonnetions may be frequent in DMS. Venus is theahe manager on eah lient that manages the ahe, hiding mobility from the appliation. Venus ahes volumemappings, with a volume referring to a subtree of the Coda namespae. In the fae of onneted operations,Coda uses server repliation and allbak based ahe oherene to ensure session semantis (ontents will belatest when a session is starting and after it ends) for appliations. During disonnetions, Venus relies onahe ontents and propagates failure to appliation when a ahe miss ours. When disonnetion ends, Codareverts bak to server repliation by using reintegration operations using logs.Appliation aware adaption has been used in the Odyssey system [21℄. Odyssey provides a lean separationbetween the onerns of the system and the appliation: system monitors resoure dynamis and noti�esappliations if required, but retains ontrol of resoure alloation mehanism; while appliations speify mappingof resoure levels to �delity levels. Fidelity is de�ned as the degree to whih lient data mathes with server's.It has multiple dimensions of onsisteny, frame rate and image quality for video data as well as resolution forspatial data. Building a system that allows diverse �delity levels neessitates type awareness - lient ode isresponsible for handling partiular data types. This is ahieved through the use of wardens, whih are speializedode omponents that enapsulate system level support at the lient. Wardens are subordinate to Vieroy, whihis responsible for entralized resoure management.Odyssey is an example of lient based appliation aware adaptation. Rover [13℄ is a system that allowslient-server adaptation. This means that some ode required for adaption would also reside in server. Roveruses the onept of Reloatable Dynami Objets (RDOs) for data types handled by the appliation. Theappliation programmer splits the program ontaining RDOs into those that reside on the lient and those thatrun on servers. This requires that the adaptation ode be resident on origin servers. Another approah hasbeen taken to avoid this, named as proxy based adaptation. The adaptation is done by the proxy, whih atson behalf of lients. The Barwan projet [30℄ is an example. Flexible lient server model for appliation awareadaptation has been proposed in the Bayou system [84℄. It allows lients to read/write shared data. Con�itsresolution is handled by using appliation spei� dependeny heks and merge proedures. It provides eventual



120 A Vijay Srinivas and D Janakiramonsisteny, an unbounded onsisteny mehanism that allows replias to diverge, but be onsistent after anunspei�ed time.3.5. Software Availability and Usage Summary. Globus is a widely used toolkit and is available asan open soure software. Stork is a researh prototype, while GriPhyN and CERN have been deployed andused. Akamai's CDNs are widely deployed and used, while ooperative leases [12℄ is a researh prototype. Codaand Odyssey are the distributed mobile systems software that are widely deployed and used.4. Large Sale Data Management Tehniques.4.1. P2P Data Management. We �rst give an overview of P2P �le sharing systems starting fromthe initial unstrutured P2P systems suh as Napster to super-peer systems suh as Kazaa before disussingstrutured P2P systems. We go on to disuss P2P storage management systems suh as Oeanstore.4.1.1. P2P File Sharing Systems. P2P as an area beame popular only after the advent of Napster,a �le sharing system. Napster [57℄ was used for sharing musi �les. Meta-data about �les is stored in aglobal diretory, whih is stored in a entralized server. The meta-data stored information about musi �lesthemselves, whih were downloaded from peers. Gnutella [33℄ ame up with a deentralized searh protoolfor �le sharing appliations. Gnutella an be seen to be a purely deentralized unstrutured P2P system. Theterm �unstrutured� refers to the lak of struture in the overlay, whih is mostly a random graph. Searh wasahieved by �ooding the network or by using random walks. Freenet added a mehanism to route requeststo possible ontent loations, based on best e�ort semantis. Freenet also adds a notion of anonymity to thedata shared. The main advantage of the unstrutured P2P systems was that omplex queries ould be easilyhandled. By omplex queries, we mean queries suh as �get all nodes with proessing speed > 3GHz and RAM
> 1GB and storage > 100GB�. This is beause the query is sent to eah node and evaluated expliitly. However,deterministi guarantees for searhing are di�ult to provide in these systems.Initial attempts at introduing struture to the overlay in P2P systems resulted in super-peer systems,with some nodes (whih have better apabilities) ating as super-peers. The other nodes at as lients tothe super-peers, whih form a P2P overlay among themselves. Super-peers made searhing more e�ient foromplex queries, by exploiting the heterogeneous nature of nodes (some nodes have better apabilities andmore importantly, better onnetivity than others). An example of a popular super-peer system is Kazaa(http://www.kazaa.om). However, handling super-peer failures requires repliating super-peers (otherwisethe lients may beome disonneted). K-replias an be reated in eah luster, resulting in redued load onthe super-peers [93℄. However, this may make replias lient aware. Other design issues in super-peer systemsinlude luster size and dynami layer management. A large luster size is good for aggregate bandwidth, butmay reate bottleneks. A small luster size avoids bottleneks, but may redue searh e�ieny. Dynamilayer management allows nodes to play super-peer or lient nodes adaptively, thereby making the super-peernetwork more e�ient [95℄.The third generation of P2P systems introdued struture in the overlay network. The motivation amefrom providing deterministi searh guarantees, partitioning the load over the available mahines e�etively,saling to large numbers and ahieving fault-tolerane. The Distributed Hash Table (DHT) was mainly used asthe struture for overlay formation. It was based on the Plaxton data struture [23℄. Nodes are given identi�ers(ids) from an id spae. Appliation objets are also given ids from the same spae. The DHT provides a mappingfrom the appliation objet id (key) to the node id that is responsible for that key. Eah node has a routingtable onsisting of neighbours and performs routing funtions to lookup objets. Various DHTs have beenproposed, eah having di�erent routing algorithms and routing table maintenane. Geometri interpretationsof DHTs have been given in [45℄ (but the fous of that paper was mainly to study the stati resiliene of DHTs).Chord [40℄ is based on a ring, while Content Addressable Network (CAN) is based on a hyperube, Plaxtondata struture is based on a tree, while Pastry [69℄ is a hybrid geometry ombining the tree and the ring. Wedisuss some of these strutured P2P systems in more detail below.Chord provides the lookup abstration of DHTs through the method: lookup(key) whih maps a key toa node responsible for it. Chord uses onsistent hashing to assign m-bit identi�ers to both Chord nodes andappliation objets. The ids are arranged in a ring fashion (modulo 2m). A key k maps to the �rst node whoseid is equal to or follows k in the identi�er spae (this node is known as suessor(k)). Eah node maintains apointer to its suessor in the ring. Routing proeeds along the ring till a key is straddled between two nodeids, with the seond node id being the destination. Eah node also maintains information on O(log(N)) (for
N nodes) other nodes in the form of a �nger table in order to speed up routing. Even if nodes in the �nger



Data Management in Distributed Systems: A Salability Taxonomy 121table were to fail, only e�ieny is a�eted, but not orretness. As long as eah node is able to onnet to itssuessor, routing is guaranteed to �nish in O(log(N)) time.CAN routes over a hyperube. Eah CAN node stores a hunk (or zone) of the hash table. Eah node alsostores information on adjaent zones in the table. This is again to speed up routing. Lookup requests for apartiular key are routed towards a CAN node whose zone ontains that key. Requests are routed by orretingbits (n bits for a n-dimensional hyperube). Generally tree based DHTs suh as the Plaxton data strutureallow bits to be orreted in order (from MSB to LSB of key), while hyperube based DHTs allow bit orretionin any order. This makes routing more resilient to node/link failures.Pastry an be viewed as having a hybrid geometry due to its use of tree based routing and ring like neighbourformation. It provides a route abstration to appliations. The route(msg, key) ensures that the message witha given id is routed to a node with the losest mathing id as key among all live nodes. Eah node keeps trakof its immediate neighbours in the node id spae by maintaining leaf sets. They also store information about afew other nodes that have pre�x mathing ids in the form of a routing table. Pastry takes into aount networkloality in routing. This means that a given message will be routed to the nearest node that is alive and that hasthe losest mathing id as the key. Routing takes plae by pre�x mathing, with eah hop taking the messageone bit loser in the node id spae, resulting in O(log(N)) hops.4.1.2. P2P File Storage Systems. Ivy [56℄ is a read/write P2P �le system that provides an NFS-likeabstration for programmers. Ivy provides NFS-like semantis in a failure free environment. Under networkpartitions and failures, Ivy uses logs to allow appliations to detet and resolve on�its. Ivy logs are spei� toeah partiipant and host. The logs are stored in DHash, a DHT based P2P blok storage system over whihIvy is built. Partiipants an read other logs, but write only his/her log while updating the �le system. Ivy usesversioning vetors to detet on�iting updates and provides information to appliation level on�it resolvers.Ivy system demonstrated a performane within 2-3 fator of NFS performane in a WAN testbed.PAST [15℄ is an Internet based P2P storage utility. It o�ers persistent storage servies, availability, seurityand salability. PAST provides insert, relaim and retrieve operations on �les. Sine a �le annot be insertedmultiple times, �les are assumed to be immutable in PAST. It must be noted that PAST is an extension ofPastry to provide a �le storage system. On insertion of a �le into PAST, the �le is routed by Pastry to k-nodeswith losest mathing ids as the �le id and that are alive. The set k will be diverse with respet to loation,apabilities and onnetivity due to the randomization of the identi�er spae. File availability is ensured aslong as all k nodes do not fail simultaneously. It provides seurity using optional smartards that are based ona publi-key ryptosystem.Oeanstore [49℄ is an Internet based �le system that provides persistene and availability of �les by usinga two-tiered system. The upper tier onsists of apable mahines with good onnetivity. These mahines atas an inner irle of servers for serializing updates. The lower tier onsists of less apable mahines whih onlyprovide storage resoures to the system. Pond [67℄ is an Oeanstore realization that provides fault tolerantdurable storage to appliations. It uses erasure oding to store data. Erasure oding [20℄ is a tehnique thatallows a blok to be split into m fragments, whih are enoded into n fragments (n > m). The key propertyof erasure oding is that it ensures that the blok an be reonstruted from any m of the n oded fragments.Oeanstore uses Tapestry [17℄, another DHT, to store the erasure oded fragments (based on fragment number+ blok id). Oeanstore uses primary opy repliation to ensure onsisteny of �le bloks. It handles read/writedata by a versioning mehanism in whih any write operation reates a new version of the data. The problemis then redued to one of �nding the most reent version of the �le.4.1.3. Observations. Ivy has the disadvantage that it leaves write on�it resolution to the appliation,limiting the salability. PAST provides a persistent ahing and storage management layer on top of Pastry.It provides insert, lookup and relaim operations on �les. However, it also assumes �les are immutable, as �lesannot be inserted multiple times with the same id. Oeanstore's versioning mehanism has not been provedsalable. The evaluations on Oeanstore and Pond [67℄ have not onsidered on�iting write operations andhave assumed there is a single write per data blok. Moreover, Oeanstore assumes an inner irle of reliableservers to ensure onsisteny. Further, all the three storage systems (Ivy, PAST and Oeanstore) have beenbuilt over DHTs. DHTs provide support for only limited queries (exat mathing kind) and may not allowappliation spei� riterion for data plaement. In the words of [47℄, virtualization (through DHTs) �destroysloality and appliation spei� information�. However, there have been reent e�orts that enable DHTs tohandle advaned queries suh as those handled in [18℄.



122 A Vijay Srinivas and D Janakiram4.2. P2P Extensions to DDBMS. A simplisti view of a traditional distributed database managementsystem is that it uses a entralized server to provide a global shema and ACID properties through transations.Several approahes have extended these tehniques to work in a deentralized manner, to apply to Internetor P2P systems. Ative XML [9℄ provides dynami XML douments over web servies for distributed dataintegration. It is a model for repliating (whole �le) and distributing (parts of a �le) XML douments byintroduing loation aware queries in X-Path and X-Query. It also provides a framework by whih peersperform deentralized query proessing in the presene of distribution and repliation. It allows peers tooptimize loalized query evaluation osts, by a series of repliation steps.Edutella [58℄ attempts to design and implement a shema based P2P infrastruture for the semanti web.It uses W3C standards RDF and RDF Shema as the shema language to annotate resoures on the web. Ituses RDF-QEL as an expressive query exhange language to retrieve the data stored in the P2P network. Ituses super-peer routing indies that inlude shema and other index information.Piazza [83℄ is a peer data management system that failitates deentralized sharing of heterogeneous data.Eah peer ontributes shemas, mappings, data and/or omputation. Piazza provides query answering apabil-ities over a distributed olletion of loal shemas and pairwise mappings between them. It essentially providesa shema mediation mehanism for data integration over a P2P system.P2P Information Exhange and Retrieval (PIER) [38℄ is a P2P query engine for query proessing in Internetsale distributed systems. PIER provides a mehanism for salable sharing and querying of �nger print infor-mation, used in network monitoring appliations suh as intrusion detetion. It provides best e�ort results, asahieving ACID properties may be di�ult in Internet sale systems. The query engine does not assume datais loaded into databases on all peers, but is available in their natural habitats in �le systems. PIER is realizedover CAN, the hyperube based P2P system.PeerDB [60℄ is an objet management system that provides sophistiated searhing apabilities. PeerDB isrealized over BestPeer [59℄, whih provides P2P enabling tehnologies. PeerDB an be viewed as a network ofloal databases on peers. It allows data sharing without a global shema by using meta-data for eah relationand attributes. The query proeeds in two phases: in the �rst phase, relations that math the user's searhare returned by searhing on neighbours. After the user selets the desired relations, the seond phase begins,where queries are direted to nodes ontaining the seleted relations. Mobile agents are dispathed to performthe queries in both phases.4.3. Software Availability and Usage Summary. Gnutella and Napster have been widely deployedand used. Chord is a researh prototype that is also available as an open soure software. Pastry is also availableas an open soure software and has also been used widely. CAN and Ivy are researh prototypes about whihdeployment information is not available. PAST and Oeanstore are researh prototypes that have been deployedand used in the Planetlab testbed.Edutella is available as an open soure software. The authors do not have information on the deploy-ment/availability on other researh prototypes Piazza, PeerDB and Ative XML. PIER has been deployed inthe Planetlab testbed.5. State of the Art Data Management.5.1. SID Tehniques: State of the Art.5.1.1. P2P Tehniques in Grids. JuxMem [2℄ provides a data sharing servie for grids by integratingDSM onepts with P2P systems. It is realized over (Juxtapose) JXTA [34℄, an emerging framework fordeveloping P2P appliations. JuxMem uses luster advertisements to advertise the amount of memory eahpeer an provide to the global storage. It is organized into a federation of lusters, with eah luster havinga Cluster Manager (CM). The CM is responsible for storing all luster advertisements in its group. The CMsaross lusters form a DHT. Atually, the amount of memory provided in the luster advertisement is hashedand the CM with the losest mathing id in the DHT stores this advertisement. When a lient asks for a blokof memory with a given rounded size (�xed sized bloks an only be supported), the size is hashed and theluster advertisement whih provides that size is retrieved from the CM with the losest mathing id. Theluster advertisement has the details of the atual storage provider. Reent extensions to JuxMem [14℄ providemehanisms to deouple onsisteny protools from fault-tolerane mehanisms. This allows the use of standardDSM onsisteny protools to integrate fault-tolerane omponents. In partiular, DSM onsisteny shemessuh as home based onsisteny [41℄ whih assume a single home node for serializing onurrent writes, an bemade fault-tolerant by having a group of nodes as the home node. This requires group membership protools, as



Data Management in Distributed Systems: A Salability Taxonomy 123well as an atomi multiast protool, whih is ahieved by using onsensus protools based on Failure Detetors(FDs) [26℄. The data sharing mehanisms of JuxMem have only been evaluated at the luster level.The replia loation problem has been addressed in grids using P2P onepts in [5℄. It proposes a P2Prealization of the Replia Loation Servie (RLS), a key omponent of data grids. The Logial File Name (LFN)is hashed to give the identi�er for a replia. The node with the losest mathing id as the LFN hash ontainsthe LFN to Physial File Name (PFN) mapping. This is the meta-data stored in RLS for �le lookup. It alsoproposes an update protool to handle onsisteny of meta-data. The RLS realization is based on Kademlia[63℄. Kademlia is a strutured P2P system that uses a novel XOR metri for routing�distane between twonodes is de�ned as the eXlusive OR (XOR) of their numeri ids. A Kademlia node forms log(n) neighbours,where neighbour i is at XOR distane [2i, 2i+1]. The neighbour set is same as that formed by a tree based DHTPRR [23℄. Even the failure-free routing in Kademlia is similar to PRR, in that bits are orreted from left toright. However, in the ase of failures, XOR metri allows bits to be orreted in any order. This implies thatthe stati resiliene2 of Kademlia is better ompared to PRR [45℄.5.1.2. Replia Plaement in CDNs. Optimal plaement of replias in CDNs is a non-trivial task andhas not been addressed. QoS aware replia plaement was proposed in [92℄ to meet QoS requirements oflients with the objetive of minimizing the repliation ost. The repliation ost inludes ost of storage andonsisteny management, while QoS is spei�ed in terms of distane metris suh as hop ount. Two problemsare formulated: Replia-aware and Replia-blind. In replia-aware model, the CDN servers are aware of whereobjet replias are stored in the CDN network. This helps the servers to rediret lient requests to the nearestreplia. In the replia blind model, appliation or network level routing ensures lient requests are routed toCDN servers, with servers being transparent to replia loation. Eah replia (CDN server) serves requestsoming to it. Dynami programming tehniques are used to arrive at near optimal solutions for the optimalreplia plaement problem, whih is shown to be NP-omplete.5.1.3. Distributed Mobile Storage System. Segank [80℄ provides an abstration of a shared storagesystem for heterogeneous storage elements. The motivation was that traditional mehanisms for managing datain distributed mobile environments suh as Coda and Bayou, have time onsuming merge operations. In Coda,updates are released to the server before beoming visible on lients. If servers are physially far away, thisould inrease the time after whih updates beome visible. Bayou uses full repliation, leading to potentiallyexpensive merge operations. Segank handles data loation problem when data ould be loated on any subset ofdevies, by using a loation and topology sensitive multiast-like (named as segankast) operation. It allows lazyP2P propagation of invalidation information to handle onsisteny of repliated data. It also uses a distributedsnapshot mehanism to ensure a onsistent image aross all devies for bakup. It must be observed thatSegank uses only unstrutured P2P system onepts. This implies that Segank annot provide deterministisearh guarantees.5.2. Large Sale Data Management: State of the Art. We shall explain the urrent state of the artin P2P data management along four diretions: integrating strutured and unstrutured P2P systems providingQuality of Servie (QoS) guarantees in P2P systems, omposable onsisteny for P2P systems and large saleDHT deployment. We also explain the state of the art in P2P DBMS.5.2.1. Integrating Strutured and Unstrutured P2P Systems. An attempt has been made in [55℄to improve strutured P2P systems along three diretions where they were traditionally known to performworse ompared to unstrutured P2P systems: handling hurn, exploiting heterogeneity and handling omplexqueries. In P2P systems, node/network dynamis resulting in routing-table updates and/or data movement isknown as hurn. The paper [55℄ shows that MS Pastry, an implementation of Pastry, an handle hurn wellby using a periodi routing table maintenane protool. This protool updates failed routing table entries. Italso has a passive routing table repair protool. They demonstrate that by exploiting struture, MS Pastryan handle hurn better than unstrutured P2P systems. Heterogeneity is di�ult to handle in strutured P2Psystems due to onstraints on data plaement and neighbour seletion. MS Pastry handles heterogeneity intwo ways: one by using super-peer onepts; seond, by modifying neighbour seletion to handle apaity. MSPastry is also extended to handle omplex queries by introduing new tehniques for �ooding or random walks.Flooding is ahieved by sending the message to all nodes in the routing table. Random walk is ahieved by usinga tag ontaining the set of nodes to visit, a queue of nodes in the routing table row and a bound on numberof rows to traverse. A few other e�orts have also been made reently to make strutured P2P systems handle
2Stati Resiliene measures the goodness of a DHT routing algorithm before reovery mehanisms take e�et



124 A Vijay Srinivas and D Janakiramrange queries [16℄, multi-dimensional queries [65℄ as well a query algebra [73℄. A Salable Wide Area ResoureDisovery (SWORD) [62℄ has been built to realize resoure disovery over WANs by supporting multi-attributerange queries over DHTs.Another approah to integrate strutured and unstrutured P2P systems has been made in the Vishwaomputing grid middleware [53℄. Vishwa uses the task management layer to handle initial task deploymentand load adaptability of the tasks. The task management layer is realized using unstrutured P2P oneptsand allows apability based resoure lustering. The reon�guration layer of Vishwa is realized as a struturedP2P layer and stores information needed to handle node/network failures. The two layered arhiteture hasalso been used for data management in Virat [1, 7℄. Virat provides a shared objet spae abstration over awide-area distributed system. Virat has been extended to a replia management middleware for P2P systems[8℄. The unstrutured layer forms neighbours based on node apabilities (in terms of proessing power, memoryavailable, storage apaity and load onditions). A strutured DHT is built over this unstrutured layer by usingthe onept of virtual nodes. Virat ahieves dynami replia plaement on nodes with given apabilities, whihwould be very useful in omputing/data grids. Detailed performane omparison is also made with a repliamehanism realized over OpenDHT [68℄, a state of the art strutured P2P system. It has been demonstratedthat the 99th perentile response time for Virat does not exeed 600 ms, whereas for OpenDHT, it goes beyond2000 ms in an Internet testbed.5.2.2. Composable Consisteny for P2P Systems. A �exible onsisteny model known as ompos-able onsisteny suitable for a variety of P2P appliations has been proposed in [72℄. The authors have initiallysurveyed onsisteny requirements for P2P appliations suh as personal �le aess, real time ollaborationand database or diretory servies. The survey showed that di�erent appliations need di�erent semantisfor read/write and for replia divergene. The main ontribution of [72℄ is the lassi�ation of onsistenyrequirements along �ve orthogonal dimensions: onurreny�degree of on�iting read/write aess; repliasynhronization�degree of replia divergene; failure handling�data aess semantis in the presene of ina-essible replias; update visibility - time after whih loal updates may be made globally visible; view isolation�time after whih remote updates must be made loally visible. A rih olletion of onsisteny semantis forshared data an be omposed by ombining the above �ve options. Performane studies have shown that om-posable onsisteny in the Swarm system outperforms CoDA [74℄ in a �le sharing senario, while for a repliatedBerkeleyDB database, it provides di�erent onsisteny mehanisms from strong to time-based.5.2.3. Providing QoS Guarantees in P2P Systems. Guaranteeing Quality of Servie (QoS) parame-ters suh as response time or throughput in P2P systems is a hallenging task. An initial attempt was made in[70℄ at using P2P system onepts for Domain Name System (DNS), whih requires e�ient data loation. Itshowed that though P2P DNS ould provide better fault-tolerane than onventional DNS, lookup performaneof O(log(N)) provided by DHTs was far worse ompared to onventional DNS. Cooperative DNS (CoDoNS) [89℄was proposed to takle three problems of onventional DNS: suseptibility to Denial of Servie (DoS) attaks;lookup delays, espeially for �ash rowds; lak of ahe ohereny, preventing quik servie reloation in emer-genies. CoDoNS has been proposed as a bakward ompatible replaement for onventional DNS. It providesO(1) lookup time by using the proative ahing layer of Beehive [88℄. Beehive enables DHTs to ahieve O(1)lookup performane by proative repliation. Traditionally, pre�x mathing DHTs store an appliation objet atthe losest mathing node, with eah routing step suessively mathing pre�xes, resulting in O(log(N)) lookupperformane. By aggressively ahing the objet all along the lookup path, Beehive ahieves O(1) lookup per-formane for that objet. Sine, Beehive assoiates di�erent repliation levels for di�erent appliation objets,an average lookup performane of O(1) is ahieved. CoDoNS builds a DNS based on a self-organizing P2Poverlay formed aross organizations (if eah organization an provide a server for CoDoNS). CoDoNS assoiatesa domain name with the node having the losest mathing id as the domain name's hashed id. If the homenode fails, the node with the next best mathing id takes over as the home node for that partiular domain.Performane studies over PlanetLab testbed show that CoDoNS ahieves lower lookup latenies, an handleslashdot e�ets and an quikly disseminate updates. However, the use of DHTs as the basis leaves CoDoNSvulnerable to network partitions. For example, if an organization is partitioned from the outside world, whileonventional DNS would ensure that loal lookups worked orretly, with CoDoNS even loal lookups may fail(DHT lookup may go outside the loal network even for loal lookups�streth property of DHTs). This suggeststhat SkipNets [35℄ may be a better hoie for realizing DNS than DHTs. This is beause data in SkipNets isorganized by using string names whih guarantees routing loality. This is in addition to the normal numeriidenti�er based organization used in DHTs.



Data Management in Distributed Systems: A Salability Taxonomy 1255.2.4. Large Sale Deployment. OpenDHT [68℄ is a publi large sale DHT deployment that allowslients to use DHTs without having to deploy them. It provides a shared storage spae abstration using theget and put primitives. The main motivation for OpenDHT is that it is hard to deploy long running distributedsystem servies, espeially in the publi domain. OpenDHT is deployed on PlanetLab (http://www.planet-lab.org/), a global testbed for deploying planetary sale servies. OpenDHT is deployed on infrastruture nodeswhih alone partiipate in DHT routing and storage. Clients only use the storage spae through the get andput interfae on gateway (infrastruture) nodes. OpenDHT allows di�erent mutually untrusting appliations toshare the DHT. It ensures that lients get a fair share of storage resoures without imposing arbitrary quotas�atrade-o� between fairness and �exibility. This is ahieved by assoiating a Time-to-Live (TTL) with appliationobjets and letting them expire if lients do not renew them. OpenDHT provides storage abstration of DHTsin ontrast to the lookup abstration of Chord or the routing abstration of Pastry.It is realized over Bamboo DHT(bamboo-dht.org), that is similar to Pastry but has di�erenes in handlingnode dynamis. OpenDHT is not a shared objet spae. The level of abstration provided to programmer isdi�erent. For instane, the programmer has to take are of objet serialization, RTTI (runtime type inferening)et. to realize an objet storage on top of the byte storage that OpenDHT provides. OpenDHT provides limitedonsisteny for the shared byte spae. Con�it resolution (for onurrent writes) is left to the appliation,similar to the Bayou system that ensures �eventual onsisteny�, a very loose form of onsisteny. But on�itresolution is a non-trivial task for the appliation programmer. The performane of OpenDHT (espeially worstase response time) su�ers due to the presene of stragglers or slow nodes. This has been improved by usingdelay aware and iterative routing in [71℄.5.2.5. State of the Art P2P DDBMS. Atlas P2P Arhiteture (APPA) [86℄ is the urrent state of theart data management solution for large sale P2P systems. It uses a three layered arhiteture, with the P2Pnetwork forming the lowest layer. This layer ould be realized using unstrutured or strutured or super-peerbased P2P onepts. Above this layer, the basi P2P servies layer is built. This provides P2P data sharing andretrieving (key based) in the P2P network, support for peer ommuniation, support for peer dynamis (joinand leave) and group membership management. Over the basi servies layer advaned P2P data managementservies suh as shema management, repliation, query proessing and seurity are built. The shared data isin XML format and queries expressed in X-Queries in order to make use of web servies. It is realized overJXTA. It provides replia management by extending traditional entralized log based reoniliation tehniquesfor P2P systems. It assumes the existene of a shared storage spae for distributed reoniliation by peers.This requires onsensus protools for realization and may be expensive. It has not been evaluated in large salesystems.A reent e�ort has been made to provide a middleware based data repliation sheme in [94℄ by usingSnapshot Isolation (SI) as the isolation level. In SI based DBMS, read operations of a transation T are handledfrom a snapshot of the database (set of ommitted transations when T started). This implies read operationsnever on�it with write operations and only write-write on�its an our, resulting in more onurreny andonsequently better performane. It has been proposed at the luster level and may not be appliable for P2Psystems due to its strong assumption of a totally ordered multiast.5.3. Software Availability and Usage Summary. Juxmem and Segank are researh prototypes. De-ployment information on Strutella is not available. Vishwa and Virat are researh prototypes that are availableas open binaries. OpenDHT has been deployed on the Planetlab testbed and is also available as an open souresoftware. APPA is a researh prototype.6. Conlusions. We have presented a salability taxonomy of data management solutions in distributedsystems. We group data management work done in DSMs and shared objet spaes in the Centralized/NaivelyDistributed (CND) data management ategory. The Sophistiated/Intermediate Data (SID) management teh-niques inlude data management in grid omputing systems and data grids as well as Content DistributionNetworks (CDNs) and data management in distributed mobile systems. These solutions sale better than CNDtehniques by using distributed data management, instead of entralized approahes. They however, assumean inner set of reliable servers whih take are of onsisteny and reliability issues. However, in order to takethe data management servies to the edges of the Internet, Large Sale Data (LSD) management tehniquesmake use of P2P onepts. They onsequently provide better salability and fault-tolerane, but at the ost ofrelaxing onsisteny (most approahes provide probabilisti guarantees or eventual onsisteny).The taxonomy is depited in �gure 6.1. The �gure shows the state of the art e�orts in orange olor and thepossible future diretions also in blue. The future diretions are detailed below.
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Fig. 6.1. Pitorial Representation of Salability TaxonomyIt an be observed that LSD tehniques suh as Virat [8℄ handle large number of small data objets. Thease of handling large number of large data objets arises when existing data grids beome purely P2P, insteadof using SID tehniques. The existing LSD tehniques may not work in this ase, as the size of data objets allsfor speial mehanisms to handle some operations inluding updates. Inremental updates or funtion shippingin ombination with LSD data management tehniques may have to be explored.Another interesting avenue for exploration is the use of LSD tehniques ombined with node mobility. Thesolutions whih have been proposed for handling data management in distributed mobile systems do not useP2P onepts, but assume the presene of reliable servers that handle mobile lient requests. When mobilenodes form the P2P overlay, hurn ould be very high due to node mobility. This, oupled with the devieonstraints, may open up a wealth of researh questions.Optimal data plaement tehniques whih have been proposed for CDNs [92℄ an be used in P2P grids.Existing data management tehniques in grids (or even P2P grids suh as P-Grid [46℄) do not address optimalreplia plaement issues. The work [8℄ provides heuristis for replia plaement in P2P grids. But plaement ofreplias may not be exatly optimal. Thus, we see that tehniques for data management in one ategory anbe applied to others to open up researh in large sale data management.REFERENCES[1℄ A Vijay Srinivas, M Venkateshwara Reddy, and D Janakiram, Designing a Repliation Servie for Large Peer-to-PeerData Grids, IEEE Distributed Systems Online, 7 (2006).[2℄ Gabriel Antoniu, Lu Bougé, and Mathieu Jan, JUXMEM: An Adaptive Supportive Platform for Data Sharing onthe Grid, Salable Computing: Pratie and Experiene, 6 (2005), pp. 45�55.[3℄ Maarten van Steen and Philip Homburg and Andrew S. Tanenbaum, Globe: A Wide-Area Distributed System, IEEEConurreny, 7 (1999), pp. 70�78.[4℄ P Wykoff, S W MLaughry, T J Lehman, and D A Ford, T Spaes, IBM Systems Journal, 37 (1998), pp. 454�474.[5℄ A. Chazapis, A. Zissimos, and N. Koziris, A Peer-to-Peer Replia Management Servie for High-Throughput Grids, inProeedings of the International Conferene on Parallel Proessing (ICPP), Washington, DC, USA, June 2005, IEEEComputer Soiety, pp. 443�451.
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